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I am sure that elsewhere in this year's Kanyana, 
mention will be made of our rocky start due to the 
impact of the January Floods and our semester 
closure in 20 11. It gave me, amongst other things, 
time to reflect and consider. With the rise of the 
commercial providers of accommodation it is op­
portune to stop and reflect about the relevance 
of colleges and halls of residence in 20 11 . This 
model of colleges goes back several hundred 
years and for us it is based on the Oxford Cam­
bridge style. This model has morphed to the USA 
and to Australia with some remnants still operat­
ing in colleges - such as formal dinners, high 
table, academic gown, intercollegiate sport espe­
cially rowing, football, cricket. 
Recently I saw the old movie Mr Chipps set pre­
World War 2 based on a boys' boarding school; 
and was reminded how much has changed and 
how much has remained the same. What has 
remained is a sense of community. The com­
munities have changed: they have become more 
global, more liberal and more social, especially in 
terms of social media and the ability to connect 
instantly and worldwide. With Gen Y, the 
concept of 'social' is extremely important. The 
'flood' drama certainly showed what sort of com­
munity we belong to. 
So, are we still relevant. We can do a superficial 
navel-gazing exercise and say: "of course we are 
relevant". We provide a great service, we add 
value to the university experience, we help in 
the transition process, we support young people 
pastorally and academically, and we ensure their 
safety and wellbeing. In some ways it is very easy 
to justify our existence-historically we have al­
ways been around. Whilst there have been many 
changes within the college environment-some 
forced on us by legislation and regulation-anti­
discrimination, risk management, liquor licensing, 
etc., other innovations have been introduced in 
line with changes within society: internet and now 
social media, diversity and inclusivity, globalisa­
tion. The changes introduced to college reflect 
those in the broader community to a lesser or 
greater degree. 
For those departing our shores, I hope that you 
have gained more than just connecting with peo­
ple from around the world so that you can save 
on accommodation when you travel, that you 
have gained more than saying hello in 5 lan­
guages, that you have gained more than tasting 
new foods. You are not empty vessels when you 
arrive at IH, and over the 2 or so years you would 
naturally grow from your experiences at university, 
your social interactions being aged 18+. 
But I do hope we have added value. I hope there 
has been some depth of interaction, that you have 
grown as a person, in part due to the experiences 
we have provided: being on student club Execu­
tive, being an SR, coordinating an event, taking 
risks in doing something new, gaining enjoyment 
from sharing an artefact from home, studying to­
gether, leading a team, tutoring your peers, being 
mentored, being even more tolerant of diversity ... 
If we have done something right, then in a few 
years time when you are in the world of work or 
play there might be a light bulb moment - when 
you are doing the accounts for a company, when 
you are resolving a conflict in a merger or acquisi­
tion, when you are saving an endangered animal, 
when you are defending a client - in which you 
stop and are reminded about your time here at 
IH and in which you take into account some of 
the themes we have incorporated in our life here 
together: 
Am I being sustainable in my work and life? 
Do I engage with my community - family, friends, 
business, wider community? 
Do I value diversity and make good decisions 
based on inclusiveness? 
Do I exhibit leadership that has some social 
value? 
If the answer is yes, then I think we are relevant 
and will continue to be so. I thank you all for your 
time here at IH, for your spirit and contribution to 
college life, for your ongoing support as Alumni. 
20 11 has been a memorable year! 
Dr Carla Tromans 
Director 
11 
I do not know whether life imitates golf or vice ver­
sa, but in my long association with the game (about 
25 years) I have come to liken golf to life and living. 
We have seen toddlers take their first tentative 
steps as they attempt to walk. They look terribly 
uncoordinated and ungainly but you can sense their 
determination, and when they finally do manage 
to take those first few steps they literally glow with 
a sense of accomplishment. Soon they are su­
premely confident and move around with complete 
ease. That is exactly what happens to us when we 
first take up the game of golf. We struggle to feel 
comfortable with the proper grip, and we look fairly 
ridiculous in our stance. Things get funnier when 
we take back the club and then attempt to hit the 
ball and follow through, all the time being reminded 
to keep the left arm straight, our head level and 
steady, and our eyes on the ball. Where else would 
be looking? When I first started hitting balls at the 
driving range, Dad's well-meaning friends would 
come by and try to be helpful. I remember one par­
ticular gentleman who took me aside and told me 
the 24 things I needed to remember from the mo­
ment I walk up to the ball, up to the moment of strik­
ing it. I did 23 things out of 24 correctly. The one 
thing I did not or could not do was actually make 
contact with the ball and get it to go forward. Soon I 
decided that I would discard the 23 things and just 
focus on one thing ... hit that ball! Beginners, with 
patience and perseverance soon become success­
fu I in hitting the ball and after a few months not 
only hit the ball fairly consistently with the whole 
range of clubs in their bags, but actually look quite 
elegant when doing so. Now just like the toddler 
walking confidently and steadily we are striking the 
ball confidently and steadily. 
I liken our progress in the game to our journey 
through life. Just as we work to bring down our golf 
handicap, in life we work towards making a suc­
cess of our chosen careers. To become a single 
handicapper or even a scratch player is the ultimate 
aim of every true golfer. There is only one way to 
do this. You've got to work at it. It requires practice, 
practice and more practice. You will also need a 
professional to check on you from time to time and 
advice on the more intricate aspects of the game. In 
life we too have to be dedicated to our chosen ea-
reers and work sincerely towards improving our job 
performance. We also need advice and guidance 
from our superiors and colleagues. Some golfers 
succeed in bringing down their handicap while oth­
ers due to one reason are not so successful. How­
ever they continue to play the game by focusing on 
the par they played on the 13th hole and not wor­
rying too much about the double and triple bogeys 
they marked on the others. Well life is like that! 
Some people achieve great success and advance 
rapidly in their careers while others don't. But we 
don't stop playing the game of life. For those of us 
who don't make great career advances look at the 
other good things in life that we enjoy-our jobs, as 
humble as they may be; our families; our friends­
and we get on with the business of living. For those 
who do not know, in the rules of golf there is a term 
- "rub of the green". What it means is that "whatever 
happens to a ball by accident, and puts the player 
in an advantageous or disadvantageous position 
must be reckoned a "rub of the green" and play 
continues. In life we are constantly affected by 'rubs 
of the green'. If it is a stroke of bad fortune, we work 
towards a solution and if it puts us on a better foot­
ing, we accept it with grace and humility. 
Soon come the twilight years, and our game begins 
to deteriorate slowly but surely. Our drives in spite 
of the latest hi tech driver which the manufacturer 
claims will give us an additional 20 meters and 
keep us in the middle of the fairway do not carry 
the water hazard that stretches 50 meters. And the 
trusty 7 iron with which we hit an easy 160 me­
ters to land plumb in the middle of the green and 
then spin the ball back towards the pin, does not 
quite do that now. Instead it puts our ball in the 
one bunker that we specifically want to avoid! We 
swear and we curse but we get back to the tee-box 
with our regulars the following Sunday and repeat 
our performance. When our careers start winding 
down and age starts creeping up some of us do get 
difficult and grumpy but good and fond memories 
of the days gone by, and continued interaction with 
our family and friends helps us to get out our beds 
each morning and look forward to what the day has 
in store. 
Yohan Nair 
Deputy Director 
I'm going to admit, when I put my hand up as 
Jen/Kanyana convenor at this year's SGM I don't 
think I fully appreciated the size of the project I'd 
na"lvely volunteered to take on. That said, it has 
been a great experience and after suffering my 
incessant hounding about article submissions and 
departing resident messages I'm pleased to 
present to you Kanyana 201 1 ! 
This year has been truly life-changing for me and 
working on Kanyana has made me realise how 
incredible lucky I am to live at such an amazing, 
vibrant college. I have met the most incredible 
people and had some of the best times of my life. I 
have done things I never thought I'd be able to do 
and come to accept IH as my new home and its 
residents as my new family. Being able to present 
to you this snapshot of IH life in 201 1 is an honour 
for me as I feel it is my way of repaying everybody for all the kindness and the love they've shown 
me over the year. Particularly huge thanks go to Brendon Simpson, for convincing me that this 
project was actually achievable and giving me the starting push I needed, to John and Trupti in the 
office for giving me lots of useful pointers and tips, to Jose for listening to me complain about the 
difficulties of magazine layout and cover design whilst he was meant to be doing his assignments 
(and for then designing a kick-ass cover for me anyway}, as well as to everybody who contributed 
articles this year. 
To those of you who have to leave us this year, I hope Kanyana can be a little piece of IH which 
you can take with you when you go. To those of you who are returning next year I look forward to 
seeing you again soon! 
Take care and enjoy! 
Yours in brotherhood, 
Callum Thomas 
Editor 
We may not have won all of our sports games, nor had 
enough ballerinas in our routine to impress the Dancef­
est judges, but considering our circumstances and 
what we've been through I believe that our awesome 
Housie spirit and enthusiasm qualify us as the winners 
this year; so once again Housies of 201 1 thank you for 
an amazing year at IH. 
Huge thanks to the other colleges that have supported 
the IHSC in 201 1 :  The Women's College, Duchesne 
College, St. Leo's College, Union College, Cromwell 
College, King's College, Grace College and Lincoln Col­
lege from Adelaide. Without their help, we may not have 
been able to replace most of the items that we'd lost, not 
to mention run any college events during Semester One. 
In addition, the IHSC Exec. were able to score some 
grants from the government (what up) which helped 
us replenish and upgrade our sports room inventory. 
Speaking of Exec. , I'll get my never-ending expression of appreciation out of the way. I know you're 
sick of hearing it, but there are not enough Bara Khanas in one year to express how grateful I am to be 
working alongside an awesome team of Executive Committee members. Despite our raging clashes 
in personalities, we've managed to come together and pull through as a team, assisting one another 
in achieving the same goal and expressing the same love for the "cosmopolitan college" that is IH. 
Thanks to Brendon Simpson (V P) for the awesome Exec. shirts that make us look better than King's 
College for a change, Hanka Marx (TREASURER) for keeping us in line all year and contributing the 
best quotes recorded in our meeting minutes, Natasha Willemse (SECRETA RY) for getting us our hats 
- kidding Tash, Banjong Ujjin & Matthew Ole (SOCIALS) for organising an insane Ball, Recovery and 
Carnivale, Ramy Loveridge & Eemay Loy (SPORTS) for your commitment to the difficult task of recruit­
ing Housies for sports, Randalph Lai & Matthew Leigh (CULTURALS) for consistently exhibiting the 
unique talent that resides at IH, Christine Goosem (X-CULTURAL) for your optimism, positive attitude 
and dedication to organising cross-cultural events, Casey Maroni ( ICC) your well rounded knowledge 
and love for the IHSC has benefited us greatly this year (at least one person on ICC knows what 
they're doing) and lastly Fraser Orford (BOM) for being a great liaison with the Big Dogs of the college. 
I wish all the best to the incoming Exec. of 201 2, I encourage you to embrace change but keep the 
ideals and valuable traditions of the IHSC secured deeply in your minds. As you lead the student 
club into a brighter and better future I hope that you grow as a team and as individuals, you'll have 
the best year at college being on Exec. so make the most of it! I've definitely learnt a lot about IH, 
the IHSC and myself whilst being at college and I can't think of a better environment to spend my 
time at uni. I can't imagine being sent to rowing camp (what is that anyway?), dance camp, soccer 
camp, or any other camp unless it involves a tent on G-Lawn. The greatest thing about IH is that it's 
laidback; there is no pressure to win but constant encouragement to participate, which brings me to 
my concluding quote that I randomly found off the internet and reminded me of IH, "success is not a 
place at which one arrives but rather the spirit with which one undertakes and continues the journey. " 
• Fi Kim
President, 2011 
As Semester One approached, many were excited 
to return to another year at International House rid­
ing on the all-time high of one of IH's most success­
ful years in 201 0. Unfortunately for us, Mother Na­
ture had other plans and ran a rampage sending half 
of Brisbane City flowing down the river in late Janu­
ary. Most of us thought that we were safe, we are a 
Hill college of course, but unfortunately UQ deeded 
to us the dodgy slope on the Hill. 
News spread quite quickly of what happened with 
photos appearing all over the Internet and Facebook 
of how the floods were reaching the heights of the 
1 974 floods in which IH did not fare so well. When 
the flood waters finally resided it was apparent that 
the ground and first floors at IH were wiped of all 
their contents, leaving all but a strong smell and 
dense layer of flood mud. 
Housies past and present were determined to return and help assist with the clean-up, including 
yours truly, however although the multitude of damaged items were removed it became apparent 
that the damage to the foundations of the college were so great that the future of the semester 
was in great danger. 
Then the email came. And the phone call. 
International House was deemed to have been impacted so greatly by the flood that it would be 
unable to open in Semester 1 ,  201 1 .  We were all devastated. The home that many of us had been 
living in for the last couple of years was unable to have us return to it and therefore 240 residents 
were rendered homeless only several weeks before the semester started. In addition to this it was 
realised that everything that had been stored away for the summer holidays had been lost in the 
flood waters. Not only had we lost our home but we had lost our belongings as well. 
I think that the most important and most evident point to notice here was the pure strength of the 
International House community. We hear about 'Housie Spirit' but never has there been a time 
where it has shone through such a dark period of time for so many of us. A small group of Housies 
banded together to find alternative accommodation for the now homeless 240 residents (many 
of whom were new to IH), as well as financial support for those who had lost so many personal 
belongings at the college. 
Luckily, we found alternative accommodation for many of us in the form of Urbanest Student Ac­
commodation in Southbank. At first what seemed a godsend turned out to be, more precisely, an 
"Urban Deathtrap". Not only were they highly disorganised but it was so evident that they lacked 
the strength of a community or culture that we had at International House-and don't even get us 
started on the battles over 1 2-month contracts. 
Nevertheless, after that ordeal, Semester One began. We banded together to put on an 0-Week 
for our Freshers away from IH to try give them a taste of International House and what we were all 
about. The second, third and fourth years provided such a strong experience to the Housies of 
Semester One, proving that you can be a Housie without being at International House. Although 
Semester One was very up and down for the residents it proved a lot in terms of the strong leader­
ship the student club has and most of all, it proved once and for all that IH's motto and spirit is deeply 
embedded into all of us. 
That brotherhood may prevail. 
Jose Gato 
This year has been tough for 
IH in its sporting endeavors. 
The floods inundated the sports 
equipment and caused col­
lege to be closed for the first 
semester, dispersing would-be 
residents around Brisbane. 
This presented a challenge with 
organising people and equip­
ment for events, but with money 
coming in from the government 
and the UQ Vice Chancellor it 
provided the perfect opportunity 
to re-equip the IH sports room. 
Swimming 
IH burst into the sporting arena 
with the swimming carnival 
showing IH's resilient spirit in 
full voice. IH achieved some 
surprising results with Geoff 
Bonning showing the first of his 
many skills, placing first in the 
200m individual medley, 2nd in 
the 200m freestyle and Sth in 
the 50m butterfly. David Bevan 
also placed 3rd in 50m free­
style. 
Semester One Sports 
Despite difficulties with trans­
port and organising par­
ticipants, IH managed to field 
teams in almost every sport 
and spectators showed up 
in numbers with strong vocal 
support. Ankeet celebrated his 
first win in tennis on Austral­
ian soil. Cross-country again 
showcased Geoff Bonning's 
talent as he placed in the top 
ten for the individual event, and 
the relays had numerous vocal 
supporters. Volleyball and soc­
cer showed promise, but lack 
of training was our downfall. In 
both sports the guys were close 
in every match, challenging the 
other teams but only manag­
ing to beat St John's College. 
The female volleyball team was 
unlucky in not winning most 
matches due to losing sets by 
just a couple of points. 
Semester Two 
Semester Two brought us back 
to college and introduced a new 
bunch of Freshers to the I H  
sporting spirit through 0-Week 
events such as Muggle Quid­
ditch and AITS. Semester Two 
also brought a new bunch of 
challenges with a compressed 
sporting calendar . . .  
Girls' Netball 
Despite having a hard time 
getting a team to show up at 
the weirdest hours because we 
didn't live in college we still did 
fairly well and managed to kick 
a few college asses. We had 
amazing players such as Jac­
qui and Katrin who appeared 
at every corner of the courts, 
Momo's annoying laughter at 
the most stressful of times and 
Fi ranting out at the referees in 
the corner! It was such a hilari-
ous sight and it was such great 
fun to be playing in this team. 
Squash 
Squash was fairly successful 
as we managed to get a few 
spectators to the games as well 
as discover some unsuspecting 
talent in first time players. While 
a regular team was hard to find, 
the many people who joined 
in achieved some good re­
sults, winning and losing some 
matches on count-back. 
Hockey 
IH really burst onto the sport­
ing field with hockey, showing 
outstanding spirit and sup-
port. Hockey turned out to be 
a learning experience for all; 
Freshers discovered new tal­
ents, and IH gained some new 
chants. It was great to see 
everyone enjoying themselves 
and maintaining their high 
spirits, causing other teams to 
become annoyed even though 
they were ahead. The guys 
had some close matches and a 
couple of opportunities at goal, 
but were unsuccessful. 
Guys' & Girls' Basketball 
IH basketball was good to 
watch, reflected by the large 
numbers of supporters turn­
ing up and the games were 
fairly close. Comments were 
overheard from the competi­
tion about how tough it is play­
ing against IH and how good 
our teams are. In finishing 5th 
our girls' team surprised a few 
colleges, achieving wins over 
Cromwell, Grace and Union. 
Jocelyn and her team proved 
that height and aggressiveness 
are not the only ways to win 
a game. This is definitely the 
game we had the most casual­
ties: sprained ankles, bruises 
bodies, bleeding legs and arms 
- but it was all worth it see­
ing everyone's team spirit! 
Katherine and Ming definitely 
deserve some applauding as 
they displayed some marvelous 
one-man shows which left most 
supporters in awe. It doesn't 
matter that we didn't win the 
overall competition, we won as 
a team! 
Touch Football 
If anyone wants to know the 
best way to get over a hango­
ver, playing touch football at 
Sam or 9am in the rain is not it. 
After Ball and Recovery on the 
days leading up to touch foot­
ball, an Sam start made it dif­
ficult to get players and the rain 
was not any help. Despite this, 
we managed to field teams suc­
cessfully and with the weather 
improving, the later games were 
more enjoyable. 
Rugby 
The Cromwell/ IH open rugby 
was represented by Henry, 
James, Trent and Dennis. The 
team achieved equal 3rd place 
with St John's College, being 
only narrowly beaten on for and 
against. 
Athletics 
The athletics carnival was a 
challenge with a cloudy and 
windy day out at Nudgee Col­
lege and minimal numbers in 
attendance. The highlight of the 
day was Reid Barry stepping up 
and competing in every event 
he could, with both the guys 
and girls getting 4th and 5th 
places in javelin. 
Guy's Rowing 
The ICC Rowing Regatta saw 
the IH guys defending their re­
turn to the Regatta last year. IH 
got 4th place, but were made to 
re-race due to a complaint from 
King's College about "too much 
wash", resulting in IH coming 
5th. We will look to maintain 
both teams in the coming years, 
with the possibility of expanding 
the rowing program with further 
funding. 
Girls' Rowing 
After more than 1 O years of not 
competing in the race the IH 
girls are finally back! We had an 
amazing team training relent­
lessly every week. Emily, Dev­
on, Cayley, Tarryn and our cox 
LeeAnn worked so hard and 
gave their all! It makes me so 
proud to call them the IH girls' 
rowing team. With team spirit 
like that, we are already winners 
even before we are down in 
the water. Of course our amaz­
ing supporters were there to 
support them with chants and 
screaming that you can hear 
miles away! Housie, Housie, 
Housie! 
Table Tennis 
Table tennis was a close com­
petition this year, with our guys 
coming runners-up to Union 
College after intense matches. 
Milk Run 
Another highlight of the semes­
ter was Zeke 'Hoochie' Hoch­
berg showing Housie spirit in 
the gut-wrenching competition 
that is ICC Milk Run. 
A huge thank you to everyone 
that participated in IH sports this 
year and to everyone who came 
and supported IH for all the dif­
ferent sporting events through­
out the year. Thanks for making 
it a great and memorable year 
for us. IH is only IH because of 
the people in it, so keep up the 
Housie spirit! We hope to see 
more faces next year, both on 
and next to the field! Good luck 
Ming and Henry, we know you 
will be great! Thanks guys! 
Lotsa love, 
Ee May Loy & Ramy Loveridge 
Sports Convenors, 2011 
As ICC Sports convenor I started off my year con­
firming the 201 1 sports calendar and preparing for 
the swimming carnival and ICC Regatta that I would 
be organising for the first semester. Next thing I 
knew, not only was International House submerged 
up to the second floor and I was rendered home­
less, but the university's many playing fields and 
sporting facilities were also destroyed. We had an 
emergency Inter-College Sports Council meeting 
which we basically decided that everything had to 
be postponed and many of the events would not be 
able to be hosted on the university campus. What a 
great start to my new position. 
Looking past this, overall I would say ICC had a 
successful year - except, of course, for the thou­
sands of dollars lost at the only social event we had 
this year, or the fact that the Regatta was shut down 
because UQ Security are on a power trip, or that the 
rowing coaches were all more intoxicated than any college resident on the day of ICC Regatta. But 
aside from all this I think we can all agree we had a good time at these events and I know basically 
everything that can possibly go wrong on the ICC front. So hopefully with my guidance next year's 
ICC will be more than prepared and ideally they won't have the floods to worry about or expectations 
on the UQ Union for support (because, lets be realistic, they don't give a shit about us all they want is 
our votes). 
Was it worth it? Yes. Even though at times I felt like I was the only one taking it seriously I still had a 
great year and was able to meet lots of new and exciting people. What was the highlight of my posi­
tion on ICC? Well, I guess it was the relief of finishing ICC Regatta and realising that I can single­
handedly organise an event for over 500 people, as well as receiving a thank-you letter from the 
Hibiscus Aquatic Centre thanking me for the best organised swim carnival they have ever held. I 
know I am leaving ICC in more than capable hands and as the IH representative, Rebaybay will be 
one of the few hard working and qualified members on the council under the presidency of St. Lea's 
College. After four years at IH I have had an unforgettable last semester and I'm glad I got to spend it 
with you guys. 
Thank you for an awesome year in 201 1 ! 
Casey Maroni 
ICC Sports, 2011 
This year on Exec. has been a roller-coaster ride and 
I can't believe it's almost over. From the word go the 
universe seemed intent on testing us but together we 
faced the challenges and definitely came out on top! 
Being on Exec. has been an amazing learning ex­
perience for me and I relished the opportunity to be 
more involved and help organise some of the amaz­
ing events that make IH so great. It is so fulfilling to 
see so many Freshers come here not knowing any­
one with no clue what to expect and watch as they 
come to love IH as much as I do. 
Of course there is a bit of stress being on Exec. too: 
running around before our big events; selling tickets; 
setting up; hoping everything goes as planned. But all 
the hard work pays off when you see the smiles on the 
resident's faces and you just know they're frothing. 
Throughout the year I've come to appreciate each 
member of the Exec. dearly. There was never a dull moment in our weekly meetings, be they at Urban­
est, Upland Road or at IH in our 'secret' Student Club room. Lounging on the floor because we didn't 
have any furniture, many meetings often spun out control, started by some unexpected, hilarious 
comment from our treasurer Hanka Marx; some juicy gossip from our all-knowing ICC representative 
Casey Maroni; some impromptu dancing and hair-flicking from our president Fi Kim or the accidental 
mispronunciation of a word by myself, Secretary; along with many more insane incidents. 
It has been such a great honour being Secretary for 201 1 and working so closely with each Exec. 
member. I will never forget this year and all the crazy times we've had. 
Love you, Exec. 201 1 ! 
Natasha Willemse 
Secretary, 2011 
Hello from your 0- Week Convenors of 2011, 
Nicholas Tang and Tiernan Silcock. 
You should all know who we are, and clearly re­
member the sound of our voices screaming at 
you at 6am. If you don't. . . you were probably too 
exhausted to function at the time, or have blocked 
out the painful sleepy memories. But don't worry, 
you will hear our voices again soon enough as I'm 
sure both of us will be helping next year's conven­
ors awaken you all again. 
This year saw 0-Week taken to a whole new lev­
el. Regardless of the first semester closure of IH, 
with the support of the Executive committee we 
managed to give you a smaller scale 0-Week in 
an attempt to bring together all the residents. This 
included dancing the night away at Pig & Whistle, 
running through Queen Street Mall embarrassing 
you as much as we could, Scribble Party with Grace and Cromwell, and making you do aerobics 
at 4am on the top of Mt. Coot-tha. While we didn't get to live at IH, we all began new friendships 
regardless and formed a camaraderie that showed all the other colleges we were ST ILL H ERE. We 
would just like to thank all the residents, new and old, for showing up for activities and events during 
that week. Second 0-Week let us show you properly what we were all about. Finally back living at 
IH, we were lucky enough to have one of the best groups of Freshers IH has ever seen. You guys 
allowed us to not only celebrate our typical 0-Week, but gave us the enthusiasm to introduce for 
the first time Fresher names and a Fresher Dance. Every 
morning we woke you up early, down to I-Plaza you came, 
shooting us dirty looks of betrayal and hurt. But you were 
always there! Some doubted our ability to make it happen, 
but thanks once again to the help of the Exec and your 
crazy willingness to do whatever we told you, we did it! 
IH is the closest college on campus, and having six 
months living apart did not change this. It was such an 
exciting week for us, to finally be back and to see all of you 
so involved and happy. Our 'B!$@% faces' didn't last long, 
although we tried to be serious and stern with you, we 
couldn't keep the smiles off our faces. Thanks to all of you 
for your willingness to participate and your enthusiasm. 
You made all the preparation worthwhile, and continue to 
do so! Thank you! We love you and you will always be our 
little Freshers! 
Love, 
TANG and TOTS xxx 
The NAAUC academic program this year consisted 
of a wide range of guest speakers, workshops, 
seminars, and discussion panels. The theme of the 
conference had to do with the issue of mental health 
issues in college. A number of highly interesting, in­
telligent and influential guest speakers were brought 
in, and the student run workshops were extremely 
relevant to what goes on at college. 
The end of the week saw specific information ses­
sions for each of the most common college Exec 
positions to deliver first-hand information on what 
these roles entail, and what skills are necessary to 
do them. For anybody interested in running for an 
Exec position in the future, you could do a lot for 
yourself by applying to represent IH next year at 
NAAUC at Macquarie University in Sydney. 
NAAUC delivered to all its delegates not only a 
week of academic brilliance and tutelage, but nights filled with amazing social events. Each event 
was a chance for us to let loose at the end of the long days, and meet like-minded college residents 
from all across Australia. Some of the events included a white party (which was similar to recovery 
in which paint is thrown all over everyone), a merch-swap party (in which you trade pieces of your 
college merch for that of others), pub-crawl (pretty self explanatory), wine and cheese night (dress 
in tweed and become much more fancy than you have been before) and on the final night. . .  NAAUC 
BALL. Speaking on behalf of all the IH Brisbane delegates, a definite highlight for us was meeting 
the IH Melbourne kids. They are just as crazy cool as we are . . .  almost. 
Tiernan Silcock 
Matthew Grant 
2011 NAAUC Conference Delegates 
"Failure is not falling down but refusing to get up"­
Confucius 
And so 201 1 comes to a close, the curtain on the ICC 
cultural competition falls and IH weighs in at seventh 
place this year in what has arguably been the tough­
est battle in its long and storied history. And while the 
naysayers have come forth with their swollen tongues 
and bloated egos to chide the Housies for not acquir­
ing the coveted Cultural Cup it has undoubtedly been 
one of the best years for the IH cultural programme. It 
is only fitting then that we retell this tale from the very 
beginning. 
In the aftermath of the January floods IH faced nigh­
insurmountable odds: the ICC was adamant that In­
ternational House College remain a non-participant in 
the competition while Housies of all walks remained 
separated from one another all throughout Brisbane. 
Despite these obstacles, the student club pooled its resources and with nothing more than an iron 
will and the dedication of our Semester One Freshers dove headfirst into a competition in which we 
were outgunned, outnumbered and outmatched. Still the semester brought with it many surprises: the 
Housies held their most successful Bandfest to date; raking in its highest profit in a decade while man­
aging to maintain their place at the top of the competitive ladder in third place. Freshers, straight out 
of high school entered one of the most competitive college debating circuits in Australia to come out 
swinging with a strong performance in the ICC debating semi-finals. Choralfest saw the culmination of 
months of hard work and long travelling as the Housies performed to a packed house at the Queens­
land Institute of Technology, an achievement that was further reinforced by the attainment of two 'top 
3' finalists in the annual ICC Art Show, one of the last events of the first semester. All of this occurred 
merely 6 months in, while the student club struggled to come to terms with its separation from the col­
lege and residents involved themselves on the promise that they would soon see their home again. 
And then came Semester Two. Raging from the very start, Housies both old and new immersed them­
selves in the IH culture. From a strong lead at second place in Oratory to the massive undertaking of 
Dancefest and ICC One Act Play, IH was once again on the warpath. The new semester brought with 
it many trials: screenplays were canned, routines cancelled and Housies pushed to their limit in order 
to compete against neighbours who had infinite resources and mammoth student bodies with which 
to wage cultural war. And yet IH persisted, marching defiantly toward the end: a phenomenon that we 
ourselves have come to casually acknowledge as others stand in awe of our tenacity. 
In spite of everything the Housies of IH have performed strongly in this year's ICC cultural competition. 
Regardless of my own bias for those who were involved, it is safe to say that I will watch with close en­
thusiasm as the Housies return next year in Semester One: revived, rested and ready for vengeance 
as they dominate the new ICC competition of 201 2. 
Regards & thanks 
Randy 'Candy' Lai 
IH Cultural Convener 2011 i�r 
Choralfest was a landmark event in the cultural 
competition of 201 1 in that it occurred at the 
peak of IH's post flood crisis. Residents had just 
recently moved into the less than ideal location 
of Urbanest Southbank, lost access to untold 
amounts of musical equipment and been given 
a deadline to prepare for one of the most chal­
lenging ICC cultural events that amounted to 
just over two months. Despite these challenges 
the Housies quickly went to work, constructing 
what will be remembered as one of the col­
lege's most hilarious and symbolic performanc­
es in recent memory. 
With strong involvement from a core group of 
Semester One Freshers, both international and 
domestic, Choralfest represented the first true 
collaboration of the Housie community. While 
Bandfest can often be attributed to specific 
individuals, and debating to a few brave new 
Housies, Choralfest was an event that con­
nected all of the members of student club even 
as their home lay bare and scarred aching for 
renovation. Specific mention must go to Mat­
thew Leigh and Katherine Veil, whose tireless 
composition and musical arrangement were 
instrumental to the group. 
With a wonder setlist composed of Radiohead, 
traditional Zulu and (heavily altered) Disney 
hits, IH performed to a packed-to-the-rafters 
venue at Southbank, earning one of the big­
gest standing ovations the ICC Choralfest 
event seen in years. 
Sadly, intense competition from King's and St 
John's College toppled IH from placing at the 
event but in retrospect that's not what it was all 
about. 
The memories of Choralfest that will stay with 
us for many years to come are of off-key har­
monizing, cheeky alteration of beloved lyrics 
and hilarious instances of Jason Mackenzie­
Reur breaking into a beat box solo during a 
solemn Gregorian-esque chant. 
Well done Housies, you sang at a pitch all your 
own! 
Randy 'Candy' Lai 
IH Cultural Convenor, 2011 
, .... 
Bandfest 201 1 was a huge success considering 
the situation IH was in first semester this year. 
There was a time when the event was in doubt, 
but thanks to a top effort from a large number of 
committed individuals, it was put together and 
went ahead on the evening of May 6th. From 
our headquarters in Southbank, Jingo and I 
were able to get all stakeholders we needed 
sorted out to put on a successful event, and 
based on the feedback that followed the night, 
it was pretty successful. We reached all of our 
targets in terms of ticket revenue and attend­
ance, and in the end the event turned a profit of 
around $6500 for student club, which was the 
event's highest ever profit. 
In terms of IH's performance on the night, the 
band featured the return of four of the mem­
bers from 201 O with Jingo on drums, myself 
(Manfest) and Mark Hibbard on guitar, and 
Matt Leigh on vocals, with the addition of Lucy 
Woodward on vocals, George Jungle on bass, 
and Terri Young on keyboard I sax. We placed 
a very respectable 3rd place, behind a John's 
band that have been gigging together since 
Banfest 201 0, and a really talented Lea's band. 
Overall, the event ran really smoothly and it 
seemed like everyone had an enjoyable even­
ing. We were glad to turn a good profit which 
can hopefully continue into the future. More 
importantly, however, Bandfest is IH's signature 
event of the year and our biggest night to prove 
to the rest of the colleges how awesome we 
are, so make sure you get keen when it rolls 
around next year. 
Thanks again to anyone and everyone that 
helped out in any way this year, it would not 
have been possible without you. 
Much love, 
Matt "Manfest" Grant 
Bandfest Convenor, 2011 
11.• 
After weeks of preparation, choreographing, 
planning and using my limited music editing 
skills to cut the songs, Housies began practising 
for one of the best cultural events of the year 
-Dancefest. Coordinating a large group of col­
lege kids isn't easy, so congratulations to the 
Dancefest conveners for their commitment and 
energy in making rehearsals fun and enjoyable. 
Special thanks to everyone for putting up with 
my humming, counting and usual shouting; I 
hope that through your collective annoyance 
towards me making you repeat dances "one 
more time" ten times every night, we instigated 
some serious Housie bonding. More importantly, 
I hope that everyone enjoyed being part of the 
Housies of 201 1 Dancefest Crew and that you 
gained some memorable moments to take back 
It can be said the 201 1 IH Debating Team had the 
odds stacked against them from the very start, 
with a team composed of primarily of Freshers 
with little to no previous debating experience, lack­
ing a concrete place or time to practice or develop 
strategy due to our displacement between various 
apartments at Urbanest and South Bank. None­
theless, we pulled through and offered some truly 
outstanding results. The team of: myself (Callum 
Thomas), Adam Sulley and Randalph Lai, man­
aged to make consistent improvement during 
every debate. 
To begin with the results were a little dishearten­
ing: a series of losses broken only by the narrow 
defeat of Duchesne College in the quarter-finals. 
However, each "loss" was actually only down to 
a matter of one or two points each debate and 
somehow, this consistent scoring pushed us into 
home with you when you depart IH at the end of 
the year. 
Even though we didn't place, the feedback from 
the audience was very positive and I applaud 
you Housies on your crowd-pleasing perfor­
mance (sorry MizChelle & ClappyBoi). I must 
admit that I'll miss stomping it out in I-House (as 
I'm sure the residents in H & I tower will agree), 
fogging up the mirrors in the UQ dance room, 
laughing hysterically whilst leaping around in 
lvor Cribb and trying to practise under nauseat­
ing black lights. I'm so proud of everyone who 
participated and you should all be proud of your 
efforts as well, thank you Housies! 
Fi Kim 
Dance test Convenor, 2011 
the semi-final round against King's College where 
we again had the misfortune to watch victory slip 
beneath our fingers-losing by the minuscule 
margin of just one point. Despite this misfortune, 
I think I speak for the whole team when I say I am 
incredibly proud of our achievements this year 
and the improvements we all made, moving from 
inexperienced novices in our first debate to a team 
which gave even the hardened veterans of King's 
a run for their money. To everybody who came to 
support us by watching debates, as well as to Matt 
Blanc and Emma Power who assisted in some of 
our preparation sessions, I extend the sincerest 
thanks. Hopefully we'll be back next year, ready to 
smash the competition again! 
Callum Thomas, 
IH Debating Team, 2011 
1 was given the opportunity to become Charity 
Convener for IH earlier this year, but even before 
1 had been officially given the position, I under­
took and participated in a few charitable events. 
In April, IH along with the other colleges came 
together to take part in One Day Without Shoes, a 
worldwide event hosted by TOMS, an organization 
that provides a pair of shoes to a child in an un­
derdeveloped country for every pair that you buy. 
The day involved a walk starting at Grace College 
and going around to each college to pick people 
up. We eventually ended up at the Great Court, 
and of course, everyone was there barefoot! 
In May, Nick, Geoff and myself, along with a group 
of people from the other colleges, took part in 
the Mothers' Day Classic. This was a 4/8km walk 
or run to bring awareness to the Breast Cancer 
Foundation. Later on in the semester I helped out 
with the Starlight Foundation on Starlight Day. This 
involved selling merchandise in an attempt to raise 
money for children that need surgery, as their 
families were unable to afford it. 
Most recently, I have been able to organize a 
game of 'Assassins' at IH, which is raising money 
for the Brain Foundation, and is also aiming to 
raise awareness for the upcoming Zombie Walk. 
The Zombie Walk is always a great day where 
everyone comes together dressed up as zombies 
and walks through Brisbane, all in an attempt to 
promote the Brain Foundation! Thanks everyone 
for giving me the opportunity to do these things, 
and thank you to everyone who participated! 
Rebecca Sharp, Charity Convenor, 2011 
Like a yacht in a stiff seaward breeze, the semester started off in smooth sailing. The muddy waters 
of a thousand Brisbane Rivers would not halt the launch of the newly refurbished HMS Housie for a 
second time. The crew of our IH pirate ship, both returning and new, were in high spirits as we entered 
the tricky channels of 0-Week, and spirits were indeed boosted with the inclusion of the Inter-College 
Council's sporting and cultural calendar. Shipmates were cast aloft to dodge, duck, dip, dive and 
dodge other colleges in what were some amazing competitions. 
But enough pirate analogies from us now, we Spirit Freshers were extremely impressed by the re­
markable amount of enthusiasm and encouragement offered by all Housies during this year's sporting, 
cultural and social calendar. It has indeed made our job that much more enjoyable. While it may look 
like our job merely involves Vegemite and rap, behind the scenes we have been trying to provide that 
extra little spark to every Housie event. From screaming out chants at the most inappropriate times, 
to war-painting the faces of warriors and avid supporters, we hope that being your Spirit Freshers this 
year has supported everyone at International House and made this year that tad more exciting. We 
have had an immense amount of fun this year, and we hoped that this has transferred onto everyone 
else! 
To those returning next year, we want you to return with the same amount of amazing enthusiasm and 
joy you have shown this year; and if you are departing, just keep in mind the amazing time you had at 
IH and spread a little of the HOUSIE SPIRIT with you wherever you go. We know you have heaps of it. 
• Fresher Khaleesi and Fresher Lil' J
Spirit Freshers, 2011 
I can't believe it's already been a semester. It 
seems like only yesterday that I began telling you 
all not to put pizza boxes in the recycling bins! 
But I like to tell myself that I've done more than 
just rant. I started the semester by assembling 
an environmental committee so that we could 
share ideas, most quite ambitious, and imple­
ment them as much as practical. While a lot of 
these ended up being pie in the sky (it turns out 
solar power and heating is only a few orders of 
magnitude beyond a General Committee mem­
ber's budget), we did succeed in getting a few 
smaller things going. You may have noticed, at 
least for a little while there, cutlery, plates, bowls 
and mugs in the side kitchen. We put these there 
in an attempt to reduce the amount of waste 
coming from the side kitchen in the form of plas­
tic spoons and paper plates - not to mention to 
increase the convenience of simply having a mug 
there when you forgot your own. There were also 
the personal recycling boxes introduced later in 
the semester, which seem to have been used 
reasonably well. 
And then there was, of course, Bananakhana 
(also known by its official title: Green Bara Kha­
na) in which an environmentally friendly menu 
was presented to you. I do hope you enjoyed it 
and, if your tastebuds were so inclined, that you 
got a taste of banana! 
Let's not forget recycling though. I'd like to thank 
everyone who showed up to help out on Sun­
days, even those who just happened to be on I 
Plaza or G Lawn and decided to give us a hand. 
Goodness only knows how Col got those heavy, 
post-party, bottle-laden bins up the stairs from 
the Games Room by himself. I can't think of 
anything else to add, so I wish everyone safe 
journeys home! And wherever you are, remem­
ber that the power is yours and that with great 
power comes great responsibility. I was going to 
be somewhat formal and write "Regards", but; 
Love, 
Geoff Bonning 
Environmental Convenor, 2011 
It:& 
This was a night of sophisticated debauchery, 
second only to Shag-. .. hmmm . . .  Carnivale. 
Initially the men and women of International 
House started at two different locations for 
some saucy fun before meeting up in the city for 
even better times. 
The night began classily enough for the la-
dies, with champagne and cocktail dresses at 
Christine's house. This ended abruptly with the 
arrival of the policeman/stripper, who was quite 
happy to show us his nightstick. The ladies then 
trekked to the Down Under Bar in our matching 
pink and blue bunny ears. The brave among us 
excelled at various challenges, such as collect­
ing phone numbers on our legs, permanently 
"borrowing" men's items of clothing, and hand­
cuffing ourselves to strangers (with furry hand­
cuffs, of course). At long last the ladies headed 
to Embassy to reunite with the gentlemen of IH. 
The gents' night started off at the Upland House 
by knocking back a few cheeky beers, to get 
into prime condition for what the night had in 
store. 
We kept the amusement classy, having opted 
for one of Brisbane's finest entertainers (no, 
not Mizchelle . . .  I think her name was Candy 
or Starr or something). Exotic fruits, lollipops 
and other sweet treats were on hand, to keep 
us conscious and captivated, for those daring 
enough to eat them. After the all-encompassing 
entertainment it was time to hit the City to fresh­
en up. O'Malley's was our destination. After a 
few more jugs the social lubrication was plenty 
and so it was time to meet up with the ladies. 
Once the sexes were reunited at Embassy, the 
first order of business was conducting the wed­
ding ceremony. After the happy union, the rest 
of the college was clearly feeling the love, and 
numerous couplings were made on the dance 
floor. This night of 'innocence' is just another 
event on the social calendar that proves I H 
does it better. 
Katherine Veil and Patrick Darling 
IH "Bride" and "Groom" 
International House Ball 201 1 was held at the lndoo­
roopilly Golf Club on the 1 9th of August. The theme 
for ball this year was 'SinkaBall'. Carla held canapes 
for us at I Plaza before the bus picked us up to go to 
the venue. There were more canapes waiting for us at 
the venue with a variety of drinks. A buffet dinner was 
served with delicious desserts afterwards. Matt and I 
hired a professional photographer and also a photo­
booth, which we thought was the best idea because 
everyone was always in the other room taking photos! 
After a few hours of eating delicious food and drink­
ing lots and lots of drinks (sparkling wine, wines and 
beers), mostly everybody was intoxicated. A few peo­
ple went home but many of us kicked on to Dragonfly 
for a few more drinks . . .  
. .  but just when you thought it  was all over!, it's wasn't! 
The next morning, we left IH around 9.00am to our recov­
ery venue 'THE GROSV ENOR' where we enjoyed amaz­
ing fingerfood (perfect for hungover-and some maybe 
still drunk-people), drinks .. and topless barmaids! 
I hope you all had a great time! 
Lots and lots of love <3 
Banny Ujjin 
Social Convenor 2011 

And what a night it was ! It seems that even 
through adversities such as floods, new IH 
Catering, convenors moving to Melbourne 
and new convenors being elected 8 weeks 
before the event, Soiree arose to become a 
highlight of 201 1 for many. 
We hope that you enjoyed the format of 
Soiree this year, a revamp initiated by Korah 
Parackal and 201 0 Exec., designed for eve­
ryone to enjoy ! 
What made Soiree 201 1 so good? During 
the night and afterwards, it seems that no 
one can decide. From Wombat Billy and a 
Baby Croc to Henna and Polaroids, fantastic 
foods and new favourite drinks, to the mix of 
friends, family, Housies past, present and fu­
ture and a fantastic line-up of performances. 
Many thanks to our volunteers, our fantastic 
performers and all those who helped make 
Soiree. Particular thanks goes out to our MC 
Randy, arty Christine Goosem and Emily 
Sampson, Chelsea Moir and the Cancan 
Girls, the Shop boys, and the IH Admin - a 
perfect example of Brotherhood prevailing. 
Cheers, and see you at Soiree next time ! 
Brendan Ellis, Jocelyn Tan, Matthew Grant 
Soiree Convenors 2011 
This year's Mid-Autumn Festival started off with everyone scratching their heads about what to do as 
Ping-Tee was no longer here! Most of the new Housies would not know who she is but she was the 
one who created this event at IH. Furthermore, most of the decorations and materials were ruined 
by the floods. However, despite all that, in true Housie spirit we pulled it off once again! Starting the 
event with a loud bang with the lion dance performance, followed up by some cool martial arts dis­
play and a little Wing Chun from the master himself! 
Throughout the event we had Marcus giving out explanations of the Mid-Autumn Festival, Ming, 
Rachel, Xavier and Crystal writing Chinese names for other residents, mooncakes (yes they can be 
eaten) and Chinese tea. A game show on the unique Asian culture that we have here in IH was MC'd 
by Angie and Bram followed by a spectacular magic show from Johnny who left everyone shocked 
and craving more! To top it all off, a K-pop performance was put together with minimal time to pre­
pare by Natsuki and Kyoko for us to enjoy. Finally, everyone headed down to G-lawn to light up some 
lanterns, sparkles and just to enjoy each others' company - a great ending to a great night. 
Overall it was a very successful event that couldn't have been done without everyone's hard work. 
Special thanks to Corliss and Ryan for planning most of the event, Yohan for organizing it and the 
Mid-Autumn team for their contribution. Without a team of dedicated and passionate people this 
wouldn't have been an amazing experience for all Housies. I hope everyone enjoyed themselves as 
much as I did! 
Eemay Loy, Mid-Autumn Festival Co-ordinator, 2011 
Touted as IH's "signature event" by many (somewhat to the disdain of IH Management) , Carnivale 
this year certainly lived up to the expectations of the many residents who had been eagerly awaiting 
it throughout the year. Whilst the date of the event was pushed back a number of times during se­
mester due to troubles with liquor-licensing and organisation, the night was a definite success over­
all. Socials and eager volunteers worked tirelessly to turn lvor Cribb into an extravaganza of black 
plastic, fluorescent paint, strobes and black-lighting, whilst upstairs the resident population prepared 
some of the craziest costumes college has seen this year. Ice was passed, drinks were drunk and 
bodily fluids exchanged as the Housies got down and dirty, be it on the dance floor, at the bar or out 
in the beer garden. Plenty of pictures were taken and tallies compiled in an effort to win the title of 
King and Queen of Carnivale, yet somehow the general haze that surrounded college the next morn­
ing made it difficult to ascertain whether or not a "winner" was to be found. Nevertheless, it can defi­
nitely be said IH once again lived up to its infamous reputation and we all ended up just that little bit 
closer to one another than before. 
Callum Thomas 
Carnivale Roving Reporter 
Overall we've had a great year in Shop, but it 
hasn't been without its challenges. Shop had a 
rough time in the January floods, being almost 
entirely submerged in floodwater. Consequently, 
everything apart from the dodgy old roller door 
had to be replaced. While this was challeng­
ing, it also gave us the chance to start afresh 
and make some improvements. The new layout 
has been working very well thanks to the glass 
fridge, larger freezer and new microwave. Many 
thanks go to the student club for supplying us 
with everything we needed to get Shop back up 
and running. 
One of my aims at the start of the semester was 
to expand the range of hot and savoury foods 
on offer. This year we've been able to offer 
more filling options, while keeping the highly 
successful line-up of previous years. We've 
done well on the financial side of things, earning 
enough profit to pay for all the appliances and 
shelving that had to be replaced. We've made 
some cost savings by buying in bulk, and hope-
fully this is something that can be built upon in 
years to come. 
I'm very proud of what's been achieved this 
semester, and I'm confident we've successfully 
re-established Shop as a source of fun and deli­
ciousness for everyone to enjoy. I'm sure future 
Shop conveners will be able to build upon the 
successes of this year with even greater prod­
uct range and profitability. 
I'd like to personally thank everyone who's 
helped out in some way or another. Special 
thanks go to the drivers, student club, and any­
one who's helped out on Shop runs or behind 
the counter when we were short on staff. Finally 
I'd like to thank the loyal Shop boys- Patrick, 
Jason, George Jungle, Matt Manfest and Har­
rison. Without your help, there's no way shop 
could have reached the majestic heights is has. 
Mark Hibbard 
Shop Convenor, 2011 
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With actresses wowing us with amazing perfor­
mances at One Act Play, our college magician 
who stumped us all at the Mid-Autumn Festi­
val, our very own baseball champ who brought 
home a silver medal for the Uni Games, our IH 
debater extraordinaire and a straight 7's 
scholar/Spirit Fresher, A Tower is definitely 
where the best of IH can be found! 
Korah Parackal 
A Tower Senior Resident 
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It has been a pleasure to serve as the SR of B Tower 
this semester, I could not have asked for a better 
bunch of bawses to live with. We may be the smallest 
tower, run by a small person, but our tower bonding 
and enthusiasm for llHfe definitely beats the other 
towers (especially A Tower). We started off the se­
mester with our "Census Party", the loosest party of 
the year, with pizza and drinks. Then we painted a 
new B Tower canvas to replace the one that mysteri­
ously disappeared from above the fireplace, whilst 
enjoying some nibblies from meat and cheese plat­
ters. Despite being the home of preparatory socialis­
ing before parties or ventures to The Valley, our loyal 
common room has remained squeaky clean and free 
of complaints afterwards . . .  every time (cough G 
Tower sort your mess out). But what do our residents 
have to say? 
Kim Love: "Live for life! Business is good! 
Gimme some rope!" 
Tick Nang (Nicholas Tang): "Bawws Tower" 
Matt "Green Boy" Die: "That'll Happen" 
Hickers (Christine Goosem): "B 1 st BABY!!" 
Angie (KangQi Lee): "Bush Turkeys?" 
Bees "Re Bay Bay" Sharp: "Not a red girl" 
Lucy (Laura Rankin): "B-Ttooowwerrr!" 
Sally Sausages (Sally Willemse): "Are you talking 
about Matt?" 
Kwanos (Crystal Kwan) : "Best forever" 
Fi Kim 
B Tower Senior Resident 
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Ti na Baake 
Soph ie  Le Butt 
Bronson Wyke 
David Bevan 
The three words I would use to describe C Tower and 
its amazing residents this year it would be: crazy, cool 
and caring. This year C Tower quickly established 
itself as the place to hang out, toast marshmallows 
and pre-drink, making it easily the coolest tower in 
IH. C Tower residents could be seen in all aspects 
of college life, whether it was 0-Week where the 
beautiful Tiernan introduced the Freshers to IH life, 
Mark running "SHHHHOOOOP", Trent's domina-
tion on the rugby field or George Jungle's dancing 
skills representing C Tower in Dancefest. We had an 
amazing mix of old and new residents, domestic and 
international, and yet strong bonds of friendship were 
defiantly forged in C Tower this year as evidenced by 
the loud music emanating form C 1  st and the unusu­
ally large number of noise complaints about C Com­
mon. This year has been so much fun being C Tower 
SR, and I want to say thanks to all the residents of C 
Tower this year for being so enthusiastic and making 
C Tower the best tower of IH in 201 1 ! 
Jacqui King 
C Tower Senior Resident 
D I . I  
D l . 2  
D l . 3  
D l . 4  
0 2 . 1  
0 3 . I  
0 3 . 2  
0 3 . 3  
0 3 . 4  
0 4 . 1  
0 4 . 2  
0 4 . 3  
0 4 . 4  
O S . I  
D S . 2  
D S . 3  
D S . 4  
James Lever 
Jade Demnar 
Brendon S i m pson 
U rbe Secades-Gonzales 
Ramy Loveridge 
M ichael  Park 
Jos h u a  De Boom 
H e n ry Beckett 
Eemay Loy 
OJ Batkh ish ig 
Cam i l le D u bo is  
L iang S iew H an 
Luci l le C rouz ier  
Kev in  Setiad i 
Kat ie Krafch ick 
Pip J e n kins  
Adam Essop 
D-Tower residents are unique bunch with 1 0  different 
nationalities between 1 7  people. This has made being 
SR of D-Tower a great experience for me with unique 
challenges and interesting and fun residents. D-Tower 
residents achieved 2 half-blue awards, Henry Beck­
ett and James Lever, and 2 full-blue awards, EeMay 
Loy and Ramy Loveridge, for participation in sports. 
Henry's commitment to the college and sports, or­
ganising the 201 1 rowing program and achieving a 
half-blue, was rewarded during AGM being voted into 
the position of Male Sports Convener for 201 2. There 
was also plenty of cultural and cross-cultural involve­
ment with Dancefest, Soiree and Tabiat Selasas but 
probably the most memorable was a kickback perfor­
mance of Beyonce's "Single Ladies" by Joshua De 
Boom. His performance, the very successful Sunday 
Suppers and his commitment to our cross-cultural 
program helped gain Josh the role of Cross-Cultural 
convener for 201 2. I wish all the residents good luck 
in their future endeavours and hope to keep in touch. 
Ramy Loveridge 
D Tower Senior Resident 
G I O I  
G I 0 2  
G I 0 3  
G I 0 4  
G I O S  
G I 0 6  
G I 0 7  
G I O S  
G l l O  
G i i i  
G l l 2  
G 2 0 1  
G 2 0 2  
G 2 0 3  
G 2 0 4  
G 2 0 5  
G 2 0 6  
G 2 0 7  
G 3 0 1  
G 3 0 2  
G 3 0 3  
G 3 0 4  
G 3 0 5  
G 3 0 6  
G 3 0 7  
G 3 0 8  
Rowan Mayers 
S u zanne Taylor 
Jordan Bu nch 
Qu i n n  Raynor 
Cayley Lavag na-S later 
Zhao Shan Chee 
Amanda Bard 
He lenna Dohle 
G eoffrey Bon n i ng 
J ames Heron 
M iche l le  Caplan 
J u l i e  M i ng 
B rendan E l l i s  
N atasha Wi l l emse 
And re Andersen 
Rachel  Fu 
Casey Maro n i  
J ose Gato 
Joel  Fu 
E l i sa G u ma 
H e n ry Mande l l  
An ne- Marie C h i n  
K C  Flyn n 
Patr ick Darl i ng 
A imee Chappe l l  
L issa Clarke 
The tower that dominates the whole college with a whop­
ping 53 residents just couldn't contain its awesomeness 
this year with flash mobs to kick off 0-Week, tower sup­
per and an all-floors party that got shut down by Carla 
before it even began! G Towerians are known for their 
notoriety, sexcapades and cheeky behaviour and this 
year has been no exception. Everyone was begging for 
the gossip reports but Brendan and I simply didn't have 
the time to pull out a scroll and list down the spicy things 
that our residents were getting up to. 
How do you sum up the awesome tower at IH? Let's 
give it a crack with 1 0  points to break it all down for y'all. 
1 .  G Tower's Back Stairwell - Some might call it 
a fire escape others would call it the easiest way to 
sneak into peoples rooms on late night rendezvous ;) 
2. Bjork & the Horse Pen - this girl wins the award 
for being able to handle the amount of noise of people 
walking up and down the stairs at all hours. She'd be 
doing Lara Hill proud! 
3.  Frosty Gael - Well done on getting the admin to 
move you to a new room on the opposite side of the 
tower "cause you were cold" only to spend the whole 
semester living in B Tower. You've got everyone ask­
ing "Who are you?" 
4. Balconies - The best thing about the rooms in 
G Tower are the balconies. The worst thing about G 
Tower is the balconies too - well that's what Zeke said 
when he had the Grace girl break in when passed out 
after Carnivale ... 
5. G4th Common Room aka the Party Room - Infa­
mous for the many predrinking, Kings Sessions, Cen­
turion & Never Have I Ever games - I don't think that 
room will ever smell the same again. 
6. G207 - The biggest SR Room on college that be­
longed to me . . .  unfortunately it was wrecked early on 
in the semester due to post-pubcrawl partying by resi­
dents of the college. Who knew you could fit 32 people 
in one IH room? 
G 3 0 9  Nadya M u choney 
G 3 1 0  Alex Byrne 
G 3 1 1  Mathew Blanc 
G 3 1 2  E m i ly Sampson 
G 4 0 1  Kristen Champag ne 
G 4 0 2  Neiakksh Schae 
G 4 0 3  Kalyn n Bu rns 
G 4 0 4  Ryan Yeap 
G 4 0 5  Lucy Woodward 
G 4 0 6  LeeAn n Lou i e  
G 4 0 7  Zeke H och berg 
G 4 0 8  Jack Renton 
G 4 0 9  Sopheak Louch 
G 4 1 0  Jakob N icho l ls  
G S O I  Calv in  K im 
G S 0 2  Tory Seman 
G S 0 3  M i riam McBr ide 
G S 0 4  Alex L iam 
G S O S  Kathari ne  G ausman n 
G S 0 6  Gael  Bateman 
G 5 0 7  Tzi Yu ng Th ia  
G S O S  Chand ler  Kiely 
G 5 0 9  Reid Barry 
G S I O  Marian Manapsal 
G S l l  Kristyn Kowalski 
G S l 2  Hayley C h i n  
7 .  G Tower Meeting Room - Well, we didn't know it 
was a meeting room that time we used it for pre-drink­
ing - that was until the whole of G2nd woke up to the 
sound of Yohan threatening to kick out whoever was 
responsible. Bon Voyage to 40+ IH residents? I don't 
think so haha! 
8. G Tower Bathrooms : 
Patrick Darling: "Whoever puked in G3rd toilets last 
night get better aim lol" 
Brendan Ellis: "G4th, you can probably smell it so 
please avoid the toilets on your floor, and hopefully 
they will get cleaned on Monday" 
Geoff Bonning: "For goodness's sake! Have you not 
heard of hygiene G 1  st? Leaving your toothbrush and 
toothpaste on the floors in the bathrooms? My feet 
have no idea where your mouths have been!" 
Geoff Bonning: "Come on guys, at least take the con­
dom packet out of the shower after you 're done!" 
9. Census Tower Supper : Who could ever forget the 
best tower supper in IH history? 
1 0. G Tower Party - The party that never happened. 
Five floors of raging music and alcohol - probably a 
good thing as those stairs would not have had great 
times for people passing out and Carla was not im­
pressed with creating "spontaneous parties" throughout 
the college. 
G Tower has raised the bar once more on why it is the 
greatest tower at IH. It's been an awesome time here and 
most of our residents will be leaving IH at the end of this 
year leaving some fresh meat. We'll never forget the smell 
of the flood-infected first floor or the awesomeness of 
Shop and Games Room directly under our feet and espe­
cially won't forget the amazing people we have lived with 
here in G Tower. 
Until we all return one day. 
Brotherhood may prevail G Tower! 
Jose and Brendan 
G Tower Senior Residents 
H I . I  Den n i s  Cambanos 
H l . 4  J o h n  Liaw 
H l . 5  Kyle R itter 
H 2 . I  Awos Zaidan 
H 2 . 2  Fraser Orford 
H 3 . I  Randy Lai 
H 3 . 2  J u na Latheef 
H 3 . 3  N ige l  You ng 
H 3 . 4  L indsay Ashford 
H 3 . 5  E m ma-An ne Karlsen 
H 4 . I  Cathy Ganner  
H 4 . 2  Alex Lister 
H 4 . 3  Sara Vu 
H 4 . 5  Vivienne Fok 
H 5 . I  Helen Mackenzie 
H 5 . 2  Markus G ranstrom 
H 5 . 3  Zoe Spu rd l e  
H 5 . 4  Maya Newe l l  
H 5 . 5  Fraser Coker  
1 2 . 1  
1 2 . 2  
1 3 . 1  
1 3 . 2  
1 3 . 3  
1 3 . 4  
1 3 . 5  
1 4 . 1  
1 4 . 2  
1 4 . 3  
1 4 . 4  
1 4 . 5  
I S . I  
1 5 . 2  
1 5 . 3  
1 5 . 4  
1 5 . 5  
1 6 . I  
1 6 . 2  
1 6 . 3  
1 6 . 4  
1 6 . 5  
Xavier N g 
Katri n Dias 
Devon S i m pson 
Ad i Tu rsyn 
Jason McKenzie- Reu r 
Natsu ki N aka 
Tarryn Steenekamp 
Kather i ne L indegaard 
Jon Kawski 
Kyoko Takigawa 
Tracy Be 
Bram Wijaya 
Cor l iss C h uah 
Samantha Soh 
Cal l u m  Thomas 
Lau ra Monteux 
Marcu s C h u a  
N ico le Cu nanan 
Lau ren Seg retta 
M i ng Mok 
Jeong Min  Jeon 
Ka C h u n  Mak 
It has been a great privilege being an SR o f  such 
an enthusiastic and involved tower this semester. 
It's a real shame that we couldn't be back at the 
start of this year and allow everyone many more 
opportunities to get involved at IH.  Tower suppers 
were a great success and I was happy to see eve­
ryone getting on so well and enjoying each other's 
company. In terms of involvement, a large number 
of residents were involved in Dancefest, sports in­
cluding basketball, cross-cultural events and were 
at social events both in and out of college. I just 
want to say thank you to everyone for a great se­
mester and wish you the best of luck in the future! 
Katrin Dias 
I Tower Senior Resident 
J I . I  Wi n n ie Lee 
J l . 2  Pan L iu  
J l . 3  Xiaoyu Qian 
J l . 4  N icholas Kow 
J 2 . I  Eg lant ine Raux 
J 2 . 2  Alexander Foo 
J 3 . I  Pthai Tudsr i  
J3 . 2  An ne- Reg ine  Mamet 
J 3 . 4  G race Ng 
J 3 . 3  Danie l  Oberg 
J 4 . I  Hanka Marx 
J 4 . 2  Ian S u ng 
J 4 . 3  R u bi k  Roy 
J 4 . 4  Mafalda Nobre de Carvalho 
J S . I  N ico le Ng- M u k-Yuen 
J S . 2  N adja Med ler  
J S . 3  Ramazan N is l i  
J S . 4  N i lshan D e  Zoysa 
K 3 . I  J u sti n Cook 
K S . I  C h rist i na Ngo-Ng uyen 
L I N DSAY " R E HAB" 
AS H FO R D  
H3 .4  - U S A  
KALY N N  "SM ITH E RS" 
B U R N S  
G403 - U S A  
A N N E-MAR I E  
"DOU BLE" C H I N  
G304 - AUSTRALIA 
GAEL "FROST" BATEMAN I G506 
UNITED KINGDOM 
The last 4 months here have meant the world to me ; I 've laug hed ,  I 've 
cried , I 've complai ned about the cold and the stai rs ,  I 've part ied . . .  some­
t imes too hard ,  and I 've made some friends for l i fe . Above a l l  I made 
memories with amazing people and got involved i n  al l  that IH has to 
offer. This p lace and you g uys have made me smi le da i ly ;  I ' l l  m iss you 
lots xxx
T I N A  " LLAMA" 
BAAKE 
C5. 1 - G E R MANY 
D E N N IS 
CAM BANOS 
H1 . 1  - SOUTH A F R ICA
HAYLEY 
"TR I P LE" C H I N  
G 5 1 2 - PORTUGAL 
AMAN DA "BANJO" 
BAR D  
G 1 07 - USA 
M I C H E LLE " R E E PS" 
CAPLAN 
G 1 1 2  - USA 
LISSA " U MA" 
C LA R K E  
G308 - U S A  
J O R D A N  "BRADY" 
B U N C H  
G 1 03 - USA 
KR ISTEN "SPA R KLES" 
C H A M PAG N E  
G40 1 - USA 
L U C I L E  "BLUTH" 
CROUZ I E R  
D4.4 - FRANCE 
N I COLE 
C U NANAN 
1 6 . 1  
V I V I E N N E  
FOK 
H4.5 - AUSTRALIA 
HAR R I SON " FORD" 
G ATOS 
A 1 . 4  - USA 
HANKA MARX I J4. 1 
GERMANY 
Studying in Australia and especially staying at IH has provided 
me with a myriad of invaluable memories. In the last two years, 
I've discovered more about the beauty of life than ever before. 
The best advice I have is to stay inquisitive because only the curi­
ous have something to find. 
JADE 
D E M NA R  
D 1  . 3  - AUSTRALIA 
RAC H E L  
F U  
G 205 - S I NGAPORE 
KATHAR I N E  "VE I L" 
GAUS MANN 
G 505 - USA 
KATR I N  
D IAS 
1 2 . 2  - S I NGAPORE 
JOEL " P I NWH E E L" 
F U  
G301  - S I NGAPORE 
CATH E R I N E  " P E NTA" 
GON N E R  
H4. 1 - LUXEMBOURG
CAM I LLE "A RQU ETTE" 
D U BO I S  
D4. 2 - FRANCE 
JOS E "J U ICY" 
GATO 
G207 - AUSTRALIA 
C H R I STI N E  
"H ICKERS" G OOS E M  
8 1  . 3  - AUSTRALIA 
J O H N  "LAS S I E" 
G O R DO N  
G 1 09 - U S A  
MARK "MYSTE R IOUS" 
H I BBARD 
C3 . 4  - AUSTRALIA 
CALV I N  " L I L' K I M" 
K I M  
G501 
NICK TANG I 8 1  . 2  
HONG KONG 
' I  had the best time of my life at IH! All the best to next year's 
exec and love you all! Goooo Housies! :) 
ELISA "G R I N D" 
G U MA 
G302 - CANADA 
ZAC HARY " HOOC H I E" 
HOC H B E R G  
G407 - U S A  
DAN I E LLE " PA L I N "  
K I M  
A3 . 3  - U S A  
L IANG S I EW "AHM" 
HAN 
D4.3 - S I NGAPORE 
SYD N EY "WAG GA" 
HOLLI N G S H EAD 
A4. 1 - USA 
JACQ U I  "STAC K I E" 
K I N G  
C2. 1 - A U STRALIA 
JAMES "J E RON" 
H E RON 
G 1 1 1  - AU STRALIA 
C H A N D L E R  
"GOOGLE" K I E LY 
G508 - USA 
KAT I E  " N E R F" 
KRAFC H ICK 
D5.2  - CANADA 
CRYSTA L  "KWANOS" 
KWAN 
N4. 1 - HONG KO NG 
LEEA N N  "VU ITTO N" 
LOU I E  
G406 - USA 
KA C H U N  
MAK 
16 .5  - C H I NA 
BRENDON 
SIMPSON I D1 . 3  
AUSTRALIA 
My I H experience 
has been amazing! I 
love you guys. 
All the best! 
SO P H I E  "B EAV I S" 
LE BUTT 
C 5 . 2  - U K  
RAMY 
LOV E R I D G E  
D2 . 1  - AUSTRALIA 
A N N E-REG I N E  
MAM ET 
J 3 . 2  - MAU R I T I U S  
ANG I E  "DOLLY" 
LEE 
B 1  . 4  - S I N GAPORE 
S H E R M I N  
LOW 
C1 .4  - S I N GAPORE 
MARIAN "SC R I PT" 
MANAPSAL 
G 5 1 0 - USA 
KRISTY N "OLAY "  
KOWALSKI I G51 1 
UNITED STATES 
"Do something you 
are afraid to do 
every day." 
KATH E R I N E  "DONK EY"
L I N D EGAA R D  
14 . 1 - D E N MA R K
E E M AY 
LOY 
D3.4 - MALAYS IA 
H E N RY "DAKOTA" 
MAN D E LL 
G303 - USA 
ICt:• 
CAS EY "BON ES" 
MARON I 
G206 - NZ 
C H E LS EA "PAS H "  
MO I R  
A 1 . 2 - CANADA 
MAR IA MAFALDA 
NOBRE D E  CARVALHO 
J4.4 - PORTUGAL 
X IAOYU 
Q IAN 
J1 .3 
MAS U DA "SNAKES" 
YUTA 
H4.4 - JAPAN 
NADYA "S U P P LE" 
M U C H O N EY 
G 309 - USA 
MATTH EW 
OLE 
B3 . 3  - A U STRALIA 
E G LANT I N E  "EGGY" 
RAUX 
J2. 1 - FRANCE 
NADJA 
M E D LER 
J 5 . 2  - G E R MANY 
G RACE "N IGS" 
N G  
J 3 . 4  - HONG KO NG 
FRAS E R  
ORFORD 
H 2 . 2  - AUSTRALIA 
Q U I N N  
RAYN E R  
G 1 04 - A USTRALIA 
J U L I E  " BJOR K" 
M I N G 
G20 1 - USA 
N I S L I  
RAMAZAN 
J5 .3  - T U R KEY 
C H R I ST I N A  
"KHALE E S I "  P E R RY 
A5. 1 - CANADA 
KYLE ''TATER" 
R ITTE R  
H 1 . 5  - U S A  
E M I LY "SP ECTOR" 
SAMPSON 
G 3 1 2 - USA 
D EVON " D E L I "  
S I M PSON 
13 . 1 - USA 
JOSCHA "TOYBOY" 
S C H N ELL 
C4.2 - G E RMANY 
TOB IAS "VACC I N E" 
STA R L I N G  
A3 . 2  - BRAZ I L  
LA U R E N  "SANG R IA" 
S E G R ETTA 
1 6 . 2  - USA 
TA R RYN "SWAMP" 
STE E N E KA M P  
1 3 . 5  - SOUTH AFR ICA
SAK I E  "CP" 
TAN I  
S UZAN N E  "TOTA L- FX" 
TAYLO R 
PTHAI 
T U D S R I  
V ICTOR IA "G UZZLE" 
S E MA N  
G502 - U S A  
JOC E LYN 
TA N 
13 .5  - S I N G A P O R E  
A5 . 2  - JAPAN G 1 02 - USA J3. 1 - TH A I LA N D  
RYAN "YEPYEP" 
YEAP 
G404 - MALAYS IA 
N I G E L  "HALLOW" 
YO U N G  
H 3 . 3  - S I N G A P O R E  
AWOS "PAST" 
ZA I DAN 
H2 . 1 - SAU D I  ARABIA
ff·  
V ALEDICTEES 
Jade Demnar 
Katrin Dias 
Brendan Ellis 
Christine Goosem 
Fiyoung Kim 
Korah Parackal 
Jack Renton 
Lachlan Snow 
Brendon Simpson 
Rex Wang 
CULTURAL 
Callum Thomas 
SPORTSMAN 
Reid Barry 
SPORTSWOMAN 
Jocelyn Tan 
BROTHERHOOD 
Jose Gato 
STIRRER OF THE YEAR 
Remy "George Jungle" Ouellet 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
GPA l 
Murtaza Khanbhai 
Jacqui King 
GPA 6+ 
Katrin Dias 
Ming Mok 
Brendan Ellis 
Hanka Marx 
Lachlan Snow 
Eglantine Raux 
Vivienne Fok 
Matthew Grant 
Callum Thomas 
Adam Bulley 
Calvin Kim 
Juna Latheef 
Anne-Regine Mamet 
Kai Milliken 
Pthai Tusdri 
FULL BLUE 
Brendan Ellis, David Bevan, Dennis Camba­
nos, Reid Barry, Ramy Loveridge, Fiyoung 
Kim, Natasha Willemse, Rebecca Sharp, 
Jocelyn Tan, Sally Willemse, EeMay Loy 
HALF BLUE 
Casey Maroni, Nick Tang, Geoff Bonning, 
Neiakksh Shae, Matthew Grant, Trent 
Munns, Remy Ouellet, Henry Beckett, 
James Lever, Jacqui King, Mamo Chibum­
ba, Katrin Dias, Grace Ng, Maya Newell 
STEVE AND JANET A WARDS 
' Log' award -
LeeAn n Lou ie 
' Lyricist ' award -
Tiernan S i l cock 
(for 'extra d ry'  i m provisations 
at Dancefest) 
'Soiree' award -
Kai M i l l i ken 
(for val ued and s ig n if icant,  
exist ing contri but ions to Soi ree) 
' Buns Of Steel ' award -
Al i ce Abbott 
(for possession of rocky b u n s  
d u ri ng a d ramatic performance) 
'Anti-Chunder ' award -
M i ng Mok 
(for t h e  preservat ion o f  canola o i l  
th ro ug h dangerous tr ia ls encou ntered 
at the UQ Art Gal lery waterfal l ,  and 
su bseq uent protect ion of o i l  
en-route t o  hospita l )  
' No apparent reason' award -
M ichel le Caplan 
(<no explanation>) 
'Outstanding sportsmanship in 
DOTA' award - Matthew Ole 
(for t h e  h ig hest level o f  pol iteness and 
cou rtesy exh ib ited d u ri ng Defence Of 
The Ancients matches) 
' Most valuable and passionate 
online utilisation of I H  Kitchen 
and Housies 20 1 1  page 
regarding operations and 
services at I H '- Kyle R itter 
'Theme music composer ' 
award - Fraser Coker 
(for provid i ng IH with the very special  
d i st i nct ion of bei ng the on ly co l lege to 
have its own theme m usic) 
' Hat Rack' award -
Rowan Meyers 
(for havi ng the fanciest select ion of hats 
avai lab le on-s ite at co l lege) 



